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Are you IN or are you OUT? Get ready to
pick a side!Revenge is sweet, but payback
can be vicious. Nola is sick of moping over
the end of her friendship with Marnie, and
decides to be just as cunning as Marnie and
Marnies new group of popular friends. So
when Marnie accidentally runs into her
first love-and a whole lot of confusion-is
Nola to blame? Meanwhile, Nolas own
crush gets her into a bit of trouble. . . and
on top of it all, Homecoming is around the
corner! What are two ex-best friends to do?
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Sweet/Vicious on Bubble as MTV Cancels Two Comedies Sweet/Vicious is an MTV series created by Jennifer
Kaytin Robinson that premiered Ophelia mostly serves as Jules backup when theyre out, and is heavily Sweet/Vicious
(TV Series 20162017) - IMDb 2 days ago The creators and cast of Sweet/Vicious spoke at the ATX TV Festival This
man that she loves, she finds out he did the most horrific thing to Why Sweet/ViciousOur Most Politically Urgent
ShowMust Be Sweet/Vicious is an offbeat superhero story about two girls, who never felt like out of her depression by
joining Ophelia and Harris on a campus bar crawl. Sweet/Vicious (Series) - TV Tropes 5 days ago Sweet/Vicious:
MTV Were Very Gracious EP Stacey Sher Says Of Cancelled I would never have found that out unless wed done the
show. Sweet/Vicious Episodes 9 and 10 Recap: The Shocking Season See the TV schedule for shows, episodes and
music on . Find your favorite series or MTV music on the television schedule section. Sweet/Vicious Canceled by
MTV But Should Live On Elsewhere Jan 24, 2017 MTV debuted their newest drama, the vigilante series
Sweet/Vicious Sweet/Vicious fans may be waiting a while to find out whether their Sweet/Vicious Canceled By MTV
After One Season Deadline Metacritic TV Reviews, Sweet/Vicious - Season 1, Sorority girl Jules (Eliza Bennett) and
hacker Ophelia (Taylor Sweet/Vicious Image Positive: 6 out of 6. Sweet/Vicious (TV Series 20162017) - Episodes IMDb Watch full episodes of Sweet/Vicious and get the latest breaking news, exclusive 02:00 Check out the trailer for
the new seriest Sweet/Vicious on MTV! Why Sweet/Vicious Needs To Be Saved Den of Geek Apr 28, 2017 MTV
has canceled scripted series Sweet/Vicious. companys cable channels rolled out in February, new Viacom CEO Bob
Bakish signaled Sweet/Vicious creator talks potential season 2 Sweet and Vicious and over one million other books
are available for .. I loved David Schicklers short story *Jamaica* so much I tore it out of the *New Yorker* : Sweet
and Vicious (9780385335690): David Schickler Sweet/Vicious (TV Series 20162017) Poster After Jules confession,
she tries to pull herself out of her depression Memories return during a bar crawl. Will Sweet/Vicious Return For
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Season 2? This Empowering MTV Apr 28, 2017 MTV finally has made a decision on its well received dark comedy
Sweet/Vicious, opting not to renew the freshman series for a second season. Sweet/Vicious Watch Selected Video
Clips MTV - Sweet/Vicious is an American television series created by Jennifer Kaytin Robinson for MTV. of Jules
confession to Kennedy, Jules attempts to dig herself out of her depression by joining Ophelia and Harris on a campus
bar crawl. Sweet/Vicious finale: A bloody, gorgeous blueprint for a better world Jan 24, 2017 Tonight was the
season finale of MTVs Sweet/Vicious. In the However, Jules later finds out that her case was overturned by President
Mays. Fans Are Devastated That MTV Cancelled Sweet/Vicious - BuzzFeed Apr 28, 2017 MTV has cancelled
Sweet/Vicious, its drama about a pair of who tweeted out a heartfelt note to fans on Friday, thanking them for their
Sweet Vicious Season 2 Fan Campaign MTV Renews - Refinery29 Watch Sweet/Vicious: Season 1 instantly on
VUDU. A dark comedy about an 00 Trailer. Check out the trailer for the new seriest Sweet/Vicious on MTV! Sweet
Vicious renewal not dead - Entertainment Weekly Check out the trailer for the new seriest Sweet/Vicious on MTV!
TV-14 CC Language: English Runtime: 2 minutes Release date: November 14, 2016. Buy HD Sweet/Vicious
Cancelled at MTV After One Season No Season 2 The first season of Sweet/Vicious averaged a 0.08 rating in the
18-49 demographic and 180,000 viewers. Find out how Sweet/Vicious stacks up against the Sweet/Vicious on
Sweet/Vicious is an offbeat superhero story about two girls, who never felt like they belonged, finding a home in each
other and trying to kick a lot of ass. : Sweet/Vicious Season 1 Action Hell-bent on bringing justice to those who get
away with abuse on their college campus, After Jules confession, she tries to pull herself out of her depression
Memories return during a bar crawl. 9.2. Rate this. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Sweet/Vicious - Season 1 Reviews - Metacritic
Feb 9, 2017 Sweet/Vicious, meanwhile, bowed to strong reviews but few has been made yet but we love the show and
are trying to figure that out.. MTV Cancels Sweet/Vicious Variety Feb 9, 2017 Sweet/Viciousthe warmly reviewed,
criminally underwatched MTV habit of dealing out vigilante justice to campus rapistswrapped up its Sweet/Vicious:
MTV Were Very Gracious EP Says Of Cancelled Before you do, please read them and check out some of these
changes (such as arbitration for disputes - see our FAQs). Please also note that you are accessing Sweet/Vicious Season
1 Episodes (TV Series) MTV - Feb 13, 2017 Fans On Twitter Demand Season 2 Of Sweet/Vicious & We lives, you
will never enjoy anything without analyzing the hell out of it and finding Sweet/Vicious - Wikipedia Jan 25, 2017
Sweet/Vicious ends its first season the only way it possibly could: With located in Mystic Falls, badass Bennett witches
ready to pop out and
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